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TORnDO BOATS IN THE GALE. contained in the pig iron remains combined with the 
The report sent hither from Washington to the effect resulting steel. In the Gilchrist-Thomas process, on 

that the recent loss of torpedo boats sustained 'by the the contrary, the lining is composed of oxides of the 
French is creating serious distrust in such vessels, and alkaline earths, and is therefore strongly basic. '.rhe 
is likely to affect the torpedo movement here, can converter employed is very similar to that used in the 
scarcely be founded upon anything more substantial acid process, .a:Jd in some cases is identical, but in the 

I
· t�an rumor. Surely no sailor or naval constructor I best practice certain modifications are introduced, on 

No. 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. would condemn the use of the torpedo boat for harbor account of the much more rapid destruction of the 
=============. =========== and coast defense because it could not outride the gale. basic lining. The movable bottoms and interchange

O. D. MUNN. A. E. BEACH. The torpedo boat, as designed for use here, is not a able parts of the vessel are of even greater importance 
cruiser, and not likely, even in active service, to be here than in the Bessemer; while the mouth of the 

TERMS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. called upon during storms. In harbors, which she is converter, instead of being inclined to one side, is pre-
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y terranean was of unusual fierceness, and was greatly generally chosen for this purpose is dolomite, a mag-
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lal'jle quarto pages, profusely illustrated, embracing: (1.) Most of the plates 
and p�es of the four prereding weekly issues of the SCIENTIFIC AMERl-
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to secure foreign trade may have lar.ge and handsomely displayed an
nouncements published in this edition at a very moderate cost. 
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The Admiralty and Horse Gua1'ds Gazette says; thick, and is formed of the same material as the rest 
" A force of eigl:Jteen torpedo boats left Bastia for of the lining. The blast holes, or tuyeres, are made 

the purpose of assisting in the attack on the squadron by allowing rods, half an inch 'in diameter, and of 
at anchor in the Bay of Ajacc io. A stiffish breeze was sufficient length to reach entirely through the finished 
blowing and the sea was a bit loppy, but the weather lining, to project upward from the bottom plate. 
was not sufficiently rough to interfere with the regular When the plate and rods are withdrawn. the necessary 
arrival of the packet boats at Corsica. Of the eighteen openings are left for the entrance of the. blast. The 
torpedoers that accompanied the men-of-war. only six manipulations of the basic lined converter are quite 
got around Cape Corsica and of these only two were different from the Bessemer, and the reactions dis
in such a state as to prevent their taking part in the tine-tly characteristic. The charge, varying according 
attack before making repairs. One was patched up, so : to the size of the converter from 7 to 15 tons, is COlll-

Contents. five torpedo boats engaged in the operation upon which 1 posed of highly phosphoric pig iron, low in silicon. At (Illustrated articles are marked with au asterisk.) 
Aerial navigation. .. ............. 53 Motive power of yacht Eureka' . . 47 SO much interest centered. All the second and third the celebrated iron works at Creusot, France, a pig 
Air. compressed. for driving life- Motor new. for torpedoes and cla8s torpedoers had been compelled to put back, those iron is used containing from 2 5  to 3 per cent of phos-boats . .. .. .... . . .. . .  " ............ fi,� lifeboats . .......... ; . ............ 53 
Banjo frame. Dobson· .· . .... . ...... 51 Motors. water. small. efficiency of 49 which got round being boats of the first class. It is phorus and 1'3 per cent of silicon. The most suitable Basic steel process, the . .... ....... 48 Notesandquel'ies 59 Bearing. anti-friction . ..... ..... . . .  51 Patents.deci.!On .. �el�ti�g·io·::: 56 said that only two men among the crews of the six irons for the basic process contain only 0'5 to 1'0 B[id�e. new. London . ...... ....... 50 petl'f��:'\� .
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best torpedo boat, viz., 22 nautical miles an hour, is I the acid lined vessel it is seldom possible to effect a I not easily hit, and, when the smoke of battle covers the I total elimination of the silicon, except in the Clapp-
waters, not readily seen. Griffiths converter, but it is characteristic of the 1: asic 

More attention is being given to the torpedo boat process that the resulting steel contains 110 silicon, or 
to-day than to the war ship, and because of its effect- ' only the .·est trace. But very little phosphorus is 
iveness and cheapness, it is not strange that this should removed during the blow proper. It is during the so-
be the case. called after-blow that the reaction takes place upon 

••• I .. which the invention of Messrs. Gilchrist and Thomas 
THE BASIC STEEL PROCESS. depends. The temperature rises at the close of this 
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II, CHEMI STRY.-Notes on Maize Oil;-�y E. B. SHUTTLEWORTH.- ' of such large commercial importance as that intro- calcium, which is not subsequently reduced. In order The preparation and properties of the 011. .......... . . . .. . . . . .. . . .  , .... 8804 duced by Messrs. GI'lchrI'st and Tholna' s, and known h h bl ., I II. ruLECTRIC':lTY.-New Aerometer.-The form devised 'by Mr. to remove as much p osp orus as possi e, It IS neces-

KARL RAAB.-I illllstration . . . . . . . . .... .... . . .......... . . . ... .. . . .... ... 8804 generally as the .. dephosphorization," or .. basic," sary to keep the slag very basic; and consequently, 
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c�.�:��.������:y 8806 twep.n the Bessemer and the Gilchrist-Thomas pro-: ing this part of the process that the silicon does during 
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